A.I. driven personal healthcare
advocacy delivered with a
compassionate human touch!
Empowering the consumer to take control
over their healthcare like never before!

Private & Conﬁdential

©U.S. Consumer Health Care Advocacy Group, Inc. (USCHAG)*
*We are independent of any insurance company, healthcare provider, or

physician group.

The Problem

The Solution

Managing one’s health in today’s environment is
IMPOSSIBLE!

A.I. driven Healthcare Advocacy combined with a
compassionate human touch

It's complicated to
navigate the healthcare
system yourself.

1 experienced human healthcare
advocate is now capable of serving
1000 patients.

It's expensive to hire
anyone to help, such as a
regular healthcare
advocate.

Using IBM Watson, our proprietary
technology is capable of deep
machine learning to provide the
lowest cost healthcare options.

+

=
Most patients feel
all alone and
frustrated.

Empowering consumers
to take control over
their healthcare.

What is Healthcare Advocacy and why do you need it?
The complexity of the healthcare system has given rise to a new professional:
THE HEALTHCARE ADVOCATE

This person can help you navigate the healthcare system, including dealing with clinicians,
understanding your condition and treatment options, and even helping with health insurance
issues.
Healthcare advocates give patients and their families direct, customized assistance in
navigating the healthcare system.

However, one regular healthcare advocate can only handle a few patients at a time. Plus,
many patients or families don't have the money to pay for a healthcare advocate
at up to $200 per hour.

USCHAG HAS THE SOLUTION!

Regular Healthcare Advocacy
Healthcare advocates give patients and their families direct,
customized assistance in navigating the healthcare system.

BUT LIMITED...
Can only support a few patients at a time.

USCHAG Healthcare Advocacy

Healthcare advocates give patients and their families direct, customized
assistance in navigating the healthcare system.

WHY WE'RE BETTER...
1 USCHAG Advocate can support 1000 patients.

insufficient time to interact with patients.

Researching anything relating to your healthcare takes only
minutes due to our technology.

Has to make an appointment at the advocates
convenience, not the patients.

Our technology empowers patients via medical bill review,
insurance review, medication analysis, healthcare attorney
and medical advice.

An advocate can take hours to research a
medical or health issue.

Over time, with this advanced A.I., your advocate will be able
to predict future health issues that with early
modification/treatment could be avoided completely.

Are limited with the services and healthcare
analysis they can provide.

Seamlessly communicate with your personal advocate via call,
text, email, app, chat, mail to protect and support you as
directed by you.

EXPENSIVE - up to $200 an hour+

AFFORDABLE: Memberships start at $9.99 a month

Step 1
Break our deliverable into multiple services that address immediate
healthcare needs for the member, in order to have a lasting impact on
their health and wellness.

THE
UTOPIA

Our technology allows us to gain
10x the patient advocacy
effectiveness and one of our
healthcare advocates will be able
to serve 1000 members. These
are the steps as to how we scale.

Step 2
Once we determine the services needed , we have endless ways to
monitize a member based on their individual and personal healthcare
needs.

Step 3
Deep machine learning, learns at a faster pace than humans and by
comparing and contrasting massive amounts of data quickly. It can
predict consumer healthcare needs that a human can't and that will
result in the consumption of our various services.

The USCHAG Product
In partnership with IBM Watson, we have developed a proprietary A.I. intelligence platform, capable of deep
machine learning to serve the consumer with the best healthcare intelligence available at the lowest cost.
Our A.I. technology can be fed large amounts of data. This in depth data will be analyzed and compiled into
advanced reports delivered to the consumer by your personal advocate that cares for you like a family
member.
Our A.I. technology empowers a single USCHAG advocate to support 1000 patients and offer a more
personal interaction.
A consumer signs up, is assigned a personal healthcare advocate and healthcare and/or insurance needs are
then determined. Once these needs are determined, a health profile is built, and we'll go through various
assessments to further understand the members healthcare needs. Then the advocacy process begins!
Our A.I. technology not only automates the manual process of healthcare advocacy, but it also provides deep
insights for consumers healthcare and future health that no human alone can deliver.

The USCHAG Proof Of Concept
We completed a "proof of concept" over the course of just two months
and here were the results!
132 new members were signed up
251 healthcare related problems
SOLVED
$48,000 in revenue generated
512 lives positively impacted

Proof of Concept - Case Study #1
The Issue:
Amy’s husband was diagnosed with cancer
Amy ended up with over $60k in uncovered medical expenses

Meet Amy

Amy sold her house to pay the bills
The USCHAG Solution
We gathered all of the bills from her husband’s treatment
We went throughAdd
eachaone
issues with billing
littleand
bitidentified
of body text
We identified overpayments and negotiated rates down

We garnered Amy a refund check of $38,423

Proof of Concept - Case Study #2
The Issue:

Ray needed a new hip
Ray wasn’t sure what coverage he had

Meet Ray

Ray thought it was 80%, and didn't know how he was
going to pay his share.

The USCHAG Solution
We reviewed Ray’s policy and his policy only covered 60%
We found
policy
covered
Add a little
bitthat
of body
text95%
We enrolled him in his new healthcare plan

Ray only paid 5% out of pocket

The USCHAG Operating System Model
Humans + A.I. + ML = The BEST Healthcare Imaginable
+

= Our Advocacy Services

+

Members + Health Info + Device

Insurance Review

Medical Bill Review

Health Data Analysis
Member Reporting
Healthcare Attorney

A.I. Quantum
Speed Machine
Learning
Data Processing

Human Advocate

Medical Advice

Medication Analysis

Why Now?

TIMING

The American healthcare industry was worth 24.7 billion in 1960. It's now worth $4 trillion.
(advisory.com)
4% of American's (700K) declare bankruptcy due to high medical bills (N.E. Jornal of
Medicine)
Up to 440,000 people in the US die every year from medical errors (John Hopkins study,
CNBC)
Up to 80% of hospital bills have errors. (Kaiser Health News, Headline Media)
A.I. will revolutionize diagnostic practices. (American Journal of medicine)

Why Us?
WE HAVE NO COMPETITION!

In partnership with IBM Watson, we have developed a proprietary A.I.
intelligence platform capable of deep machine learning to serve the consumer
with the best healthcare available at the lowest cost.

4.0 Trillion
Total US Healthcare spending 2020
(advisory.com)

4.0 Billion
Serviceable Available Market (SAM)

400 Million
Serviceable Obtainable Market (SOM)

THE MARKET

THE ROAD MAP
Phase 1: Build to Learn
Build Prototype Demo
(Our 1 year Basic
Membership) consumer
must have this first to get
all the inital benefits
Test activation
Hire & train the Advocates
(2- 3)
Launch marketing
Patents
Activation rate (% that
respond to the offer)
Funding

Timing: 2021/2022

Phase 2: Refine & Engage

Upsell opportunities with
add-on services
Build App
Lead generation consumer engagement
rate
Hire & train additional
Advocates as needed
Monthly recurring revenue
growth
Targeted marketing
campaigns ongoing

Timing: 12/2022

Phase 3: Market & Grow

Phase 4: Disruptive
Business Giant

Continued high retention
Strong organic growth
Acquire more customers for
profitably
High lead generation
conversion rate
LTV:CAC = 3:1
Future product developments
Targeted marketing
campaigns ongoing

High retention
Organic growth
Acquire more customers
profitably
High lead generation
conversion rate
LTV:CAC = 5:1
New market &
international business
development
Future technologies

Timing: 2023 - 2024

Timing: 2025

Financial Projections

Assumes Base Subscription of $14.19 a month
Determined by family size of subscribers.
Assumes 25% pay annually to get a discount.
Assumes 45% eventually buy add-on services where an
additional fee is aligned with significant additional value.
Monthly Customer Cancellation assumptions
All pay for the first 2 months.
Months 3-6: 10% cancel each month as they change their mind
and do not complete the process.
Then the churn levels off as the remaining customers get fully
onboarded and realize value.
Lose > 50% of customers in first year
But those who find value stay for a long time.
By year 4 have a large loyal customer base.
Other Assumptions
6 month Dev Cycle before we can sell a customer.
Ongoing Dev work is funded to make product sticky and create
more value for the customer.
Ongoing Dev work also makes advocates more efficient over
time for lower cost of delivery.
Marketing spend ~35% of revenue. Self serve buy and large
TAM makes CAC efficient .
TAM is almost unlimited.

Nathan A. Owens

Heather Logrippo

Kevin Roberts

Co-Founder, CTO

Co-Founder, CEO

Co-Founder, COO

Graduated from Yale with an
MBA at the age of 19, many
successful exits including one
to Space X, Architect of
Disruptive technologies.

Grew Internet Start up from 1M
in revenue to 500M in revenue
in 7 years during the dot com
years (2000-2007) Serial
Entrepreneur. Publisher,
Creator and Chief Volunteer of
501c3

Retired Senior Chief with
25 year service to the US
Coast Guard. Operational
and Computational Ninja

Supporting the above Team are 7 other other members who combined offer 150 years
experience in their area of expertise.

(617) 957-3868
Hlogrippo@USCHAG.com
invest@uschag.com | www.uschag.com

CONTACT US

